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No wire art jewelry experience? No Problem! Discover all you will need to know to start creating
stunning wire art jewelry with Wire Art Jewelry Workshop! Bestselling author and designer Sharilyn
Miller offers step-by-step instruction to help you learn to make stunning wire art jewelry like a true
artisan.Wire Art Jewelry Workshop is a comprehensive guide filled with the basic building blocks for
creating wire art jewelry. From cleaning, straightening, twisting, and coiling to cage beads,
heart-shaped ear wires, headpins, and bead connectors, get all the expert tips on creating solid
findings and custom components. Jewelry artists will learn to combine these components into 16
original wire bracelet, earring, and necklace designs. Plus, each project can be made with a variety
of wires from classic silver or cost-effective copper so you can customize each piece to your style
and budget. You'll be making stylish new wearable art jewelry in no time!Sharilyn also offers
detailed instruction the whole way from plain wire to finished piece so you'll be sure not to miss a
single loop, twist, or bend. Wire Art Jewelry Workshop offers everything you need to get started
creating beautiful one-of-a-kind jewelry and having fun making it.
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Being a woman of few words, I will say:If you buy only one book on wire wrapped jewelry, BUY
THIS ONE!Sherilyn is very easy to understand on the DVD, her book photos are superb.Her
instructions are concise and easy to follow, in short, she is the BEST!

This book contains a wonderful selection of projects and as usual, Sharilyns concise and easy to
follow instructions.I have all her books and DVDs and loved this one the best. If wire work is your
thing buy this book!!!!

I've just started wire wrapping more jewelry over the last year and I wasn't sure about purchasing
this book, but I'm so glad I did.I love the included DVD, it's nice to actually see how some of the
techniques are done. Sharilyn is a wonderful instructor. I always wanted to try twisting wire with a
drill but I wasn't sure how or what would happen, and that is in the video. It looked super easy, so I
gave it a try and it was!!I learned a lot, all I have to do now is find some time to go and play with the
new ideas I have. I highly recommend this book!

Absolutely the best book on wire wrapping!! I have quite a collection of instructional jewelry books,
and this one is, by far, one of, if not THE best one!! I would highly receommend it.

I'm really enjoying this book. The instructions are clear and the jewelry pieces are good looking.I
usually look through how-to books, drool over the projects, and then put them aside thinking I'll
come back to them later to do them but rarely do. With this one I'm actually doing them!For me, this
book is as good as a live workshop - it's challenging me and helping me to improve and add to my
skills.

This book has fallen victim to what plagues a lot of instructional or jewelry project books. The author
relies on only one or two unique techniques of their own, and fills the book with a handful of
so-called different projects to use that technique, but you're not getting your money's worth. The
book has one good project, and the rest is filler. The same design, over and over.The book would
be a whole lot shorter and certainly not worth the hefty price tag if we took out everything but the
one design walk-through. The book explains in detail what we already know concerning how to
handle and work metal and wire, from gauges to selecting the best quality to our advantage. Most of
the book's pages are honestly repeating what any amateur, intermediate or master jewelry maker
has already learned from other books if not from their own experience. The book may be advertised

for beginners but I would not recommend it to someone who is trying to make jewelry for the first
time.

This is a very informative book and DVD. Sharlyn out did herself on this one. A great book and
DVD, love it, new styles and lots of new wire projects.

I bought 3 books about wire work, and this is absolutely the best book on wire wrapping!The two
others is good to, but this is the BEST one.I would highly receommend it.
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